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Abstract

The relationship among five North Eurasian language families - Turkic, Mongolic, Japonic,

Korean and Tungusic - (so-called “Altaic” languages) has long troubled historical linguists.

Although the hypothesis that these language families share a unique common ancestor lan-

guished, computational phylogenetics involving lexical datasets suggest some may share a

common ancestor. Still, lexical similarity can readily arise from word borrowing; distin-

guishing potential loan words from genealogical relation is critical to assessing the Altaic

hypothesis. Here we aim to fill this major gap by explicitly accounting for lexical borrowing

to phylogenetically assess relationships among the Altaic language families. Using methods

developed to compare phylogenetic networks with horizontal gene transfer, we statistically

evaluate genealogical hypotheses in the presence of potentially extensive borrowing. Exam-

ining over 800 concepts in a well-attested database as unique etymological topologies, we

find evidence of considerable lexical borrowing among the Altaic language families. Nev-

ertheless, our results also suggest borrowing alone does not account for lexical similarity

- in particular, Japonic and Korean likely share a common ancestor distinct from other

families, and Mongolic is likely related to Tungusic or Turkic, but not both. We highlight

implications of these results for historical linguists more broadly.
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Introduction1

Few ideas in the historical linguistics of Eurasia have proven as persistently controversial as the2

Altaic hypothesis (e.g., [1–14]). This hypothesis holds that the Turkic, Mongolic and Tungusic3

languages (a “micro-Altaic” grouping), and, occasionally, the Korean and Japonic languages4

(“macro-Altaic”), constitute a larger language family - that is, a group of languages which derive5

from a common ancestor language and which are more closely related to each other than any of6

them are to other languages ([15]). In its original formulation in the late 19th century, the Altaic7

hypothesis built upon two main arguments ([4]). First, that the five language families share a8

similar grammatical structure, especially as it regards their rules for modifying and situating9

verbs internally (“verb morphology”; - e.g., [12]). Second, early proponents of Altaic highlighted10

the lexical similarity across language families (e.g., [16]). When such correspondences reflect a11

shared, common ancestor for a word across multiple languages, the words are said to exhibit12

“genetic similarity”, as distinct from genetic similarity in the biological sense of sharing nucleic13

acid alleles ([17]).14

Despite general early acceptance, the Altaic hypothesis came under widespread and sus-15

tained criticism in the latter half of the 20th century and the early 21st century (e.g., [1, 7,16

18, 19]). A major critique focuses on the purported lexical similarity ([1, 20]). In particu-17

lar, skeptics argue how words which appear akin to each other among the Altaic language18

families probably result from word borrowing, rather than a shared etymology, and that the19

languages seem to exhibit considerable word borrowings with each other (the Altaic sprachbund,20

or lingusitic area, hypothesis - e.g., [18]). Several lines of evidence support this criticism. For21

instance, a close comparative reading of some of the earliest written records of Japonic (e.g.,22

the Man’yōshū poetry collection), Turkic (the Orkhon scripts) and Mongolic (the Mongγol-un23

niγuča tobčiyan, or the Secret History of the Mongols) appeared to suggest less, rather than24

greater, lexical similarity as would be expected if lexical similarity reflected common ancestry25

([1, 4, 20]). Additionally, alleged word similarities have been shown to be inconsistent across26

and within some language families ([20, 21]). Were the words to share a genealogical origin,27

such discordant patterns of cross-familial similarities would not be expected.28

Nevertheless, there is growing reexamination of genetic similarities in the lexica of the29
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Altaic languages ([9, 13, 22–24]), spurred by increased acceptance of automated, computational30

methods among historical linguists as a tool for examining language change ([25–29]; see also [30]31

for a comprehensive review, including a discussion of some of the limitations of this approach).32

This shift follows the considerable success of computational phylogenetics in the life sciences.33

The ability to reconstruct evolutionary trajectories of biological populations from nucleic and34

amino acid sequence data has been leveraged to tackle a wide range of long standing questions,35

such as reconstructing the proteins used by the very earliest life forms (e.g., [31]), quantifying36

the extent of Neanderthal DNA in modern human lineages (e.g., [32]) and mapping disease37

spread ([33, 34]).38

To the extent that words in a language can be analogized to nucleic acid sequences in39

a genome, one can apply these increasingly sophisticated molecular phylogenetic methods to40

historical linguistics (e.g., [29, 35–37]). Manually comparing several languages from different41

families is a daunting task that requires considerable specialized expertise ([37]). By contrast,42

incorporating the tools of computational phylogenetics allows replicable, consistent and rela-43

tively fast results even among researchers not intimately familiar with the history of each of the44

languages they examine ([28]). Yet perhaps one of the strongest advantages of this approach45

to historical linguistics is the ability to use common metrics to evaluate competing hypotheses.46

Proposed language relations, like biological relations among taxa, are, at their core, hypotheses47

about what happened in the past. Modern phylogenetics provides a systematic framework for48

testing and comparing such hypotheses ([38–42]).49

Briefly, these analyses begin with a database of words and meanings from different languages.50

They then evaluate multiple hypothesized language phylogenies by comparing how consistently51

language families are classified together in each phylogeny based on their lexical similarity. The52

application of computational approaches to reconstruct language families suggests qualified53

support for genetic relatedness among at least some of the Altaic language families (especially54

among the micro-Altaic families - [9, 13, 14, 24, 26, 29]).55

Nevertheless, one limitation of this approach is that if there is extensive borrowing between56

language families, then it is not always clear that the fact that languages were grouped together57

on the basis of lexical similarity implies that they are genetically related to each other (e.g.,58

[43, 44]). If the computed phylogenies show that the Altaic languages exhibit a high degree59
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of lexical similarity to each other relative to other languages, this pattern could still result60

from extensive word borrowing. To be sure, a hypothesis of genetic relatedness among the61

Altaic languages is also potentially compatible with rampant borrowing among the language62

families (as occurs among several Indo-European languages - [45, 46]). This question can only63

be resolved by characterizing the relative probabilities that (i) lexical similarity in Altaic results64

from borrowing within the group, (ii) lexical similarity results from genetic relatedness, or (iii)65

both. To our knowledge, a systematic, quantitative comparison of these possibilities for Altaic66

has never been conducted.67

Here we begin to address this major gap. As has been observed by others (e.g., [46]),68

bacterial phylogenetics presents an analogous problem of partitioning the effects of borrowing69

from identity by descent. Bacteria populations can exchange genetic material with distantly70

related populations through a process known as horizontal, or lateral gene transfer ([47–49]).71

Thus, a high degree of nucleic acid sequence similarity among bacteria taxa still does not72

conclusively establish phylogenetic relatedness. To address this issue, there is a rapidly growing73

literature in molecular phylogenetics on incorporating lateral gene transfer into inferences about74

phylogenies ([50–56]). Similar inferential difficulties arise when there is hyridization between75

Eukaryotic lineages (reviewed in, e.g., [57]), and this has spurred an interest in techniques76

that can test phylogenetic hypotheses by comparing reticulating phylogenetic networks from77

molecular sequencing data ([58–60]). Our aim is to apply some of these methods to evaluate78

the relative role of word borrowing, on the one hand, and genetic similarity, on the other, in79

structuring the relationships of the Altaic vocabularies to each other and to other vocabularies.80

Materials and Methods81

We collated word lists for all languages in each of the five purported Altaic language families82

that were available in NorthEuraLex v. 0.9 ([61]). NorthEuraLex is a lexicostatistical database83

of over 100 Eurasian languages, with lists of over 1000 concepts. These word lists form the84

basis of our analysis described below.85

Testing the genetic relatedness of Altaic languages involves assessing whether the language86

families are more related to each other than any of them are to other languages. To quantify87
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the relatedness of the Altaic language families relative to other languages, we also included an88

outgroup into our phylogenetic analyses, using Dravidian, a well-established language family. In89

addition to being a well-documented language family in NorthEuraLex v0.9, one advantage of90

using Dravidian as an outgroup is that although it is widely regarded to be genetically unrelated91

to Japonic, Korean, Mongolic, Turkic or Tungusic, (but see [62, 63] viz. Japonic and Korean)92

we think it is plausible that of the language families in NorthEuraLex v. 0.9, Dravidian is likely93

to be one of the larger language families to have had among the least amount of direct loan94

words into or from the Altaic languages (in comparison to, say, Uralic or Sino-Tibetan). Table95

1 lists all the languages used in the analyses.96

Table 1
Language Family Languages
Turkic Turkish, North Azeri, Kazakh, Bashkir, Tatar, Sakha, Chuvash,

Southern Uzbek
Mongolic Khalkha Mongolian, Russian Buriat, Kalmyk
Tungusic Evenki, Manchu, Nanai
Japonic Japanese
Korean Korean
Dravidian (outgroup) Kannada, Malayalam, Tamil, Telugu

97

Table 1. Languages used in the analyses. For Turkic, the languages were further grouped by subfamily98

[61] in all analyses.99

For all languages, the collated word lists were converted into a QLC-formatted table using100

a custom R ([64]) script, and the resulting QLC tables were pre-processed using the Lingpy101

Python library ([37, 65]) to create distance matrices for all the words in the QLC table. Briefly,102

the QLC table was imported into Python as a LexStat object, and we used the get scorer103

method to characterize the transition probabilities among sound classes for the languages ([65]).104

For each concept in the database, we then called the align pairs function to perform a pairwise105

Sound-Class Based Phonetic Alignment (SCA; [66]) for each pair of words across two languages106

using the lexstat method ([65]). The resulting alignment score was used as our measure of107

pairwise distance among words in different languages, enabling us to construct a distance matrix108

for all concepts. For each word, the languages were then clustered according to this similarity109

measure separately for each concept using the unweighted pair group method with arithmetic110

mean (UPGMA; [67]) implemented in the upgma function from the phangorn package in R ([68]).111

By treating the historical trajectory of each word as it’s own phylogenetic tree, we could group112

the source and destination language of a borrowed word together even if those languages are113
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genetically distinct. Put differently, this process enables us to characterize how each language’s114

word has a lineage distinct from the historical development of the language as a whole.115

We then generated a series of progressively more complex topologies involving a range of116

genealogical scenarios across the language families. Table 2 illustrates the criteria used for117

generating the hypothesized phylogenetic relationships; to facilitate intuition, Supplementary118

Figure S1 sketches the genealogical hypotheses examined.119

Table 2
Scenario Characteristic Possible values
genealogical relationship among micro-Altaic
language families

Present/Absent

genealogical groupings among micro-Altaic
language families

Mongolic and Turkic/Mongolic and Tungusic/Tungusic and
Turkic/Absent

genealogical relationship among macro-Altaic
language familiess

Present/Absent/Microaltaic nested within macro-
Altaic/micro-Altaic as own language family with Japonic,
Korean as language isolates/micro-Altaic as own language
family with Japonic, Korean as own, separate language
family

genealogical groupings and subsets of macro-
Altaic language families

Japonic and micro-Altaic subnetwork/Japonic and Ko-
rean/ Korean and micro-Altaic subnetwork/Absent

120

Table 2. Criteria used to guide construction of alternative phylogenetic networks among the language121

families. The phylogenetic genealogies we evaluated are permutations of the above scenarios. For in-122

stance, a hypothesized evolutionary trajectory where all macro-Altaic languages are genetically related,123

but are equally divergent from each other, will assume the micro-Altaic groupings and genealogical re-124

lationships to be absent, and while a genealogical relationship among macro-Altaic languages will be125

present, genealogical subgroups will also be absent.126

For analyses that excluded and included Japonic and Korean, the lebor plugin ([69]) to lingpy127

was used to identify cognates within each micro-Altaic language family and within the outgroup128

using the internal cognates function with a threshold value of 0.5, as in the case study129

presented on lebor’s github page ([69]). External cognate detection was then conducted130

using lebor’s external cognates function, this time with a threshold value of 0.3 and the131

method set to “parsody”, again following the case study example. Once potential cognates were132

identified, for each scenario described in Table 2, a minimal lateral network (MLN; [46, 70])133

was constructed usinglingpy’s PhyBo class’s analyze and get MLN methods using majority134

rule. To keep subsequent analyses computationally tractable, an edge-exclusion threshold of 10135

suspected borrowing events was applied. Each MLN was generated assuming a phylogenetic136

tree whose topological structure follows the variations described in Table 2; effectively, this137

allowed differing borrowing scenarios to be grafted onto each hypothesized language genealogy138

to construct the final network.139
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To evaluate the relative likelihoods of differing scenarios involving borrowing and identity140

by descent among Altaic languages, we used Phylonet ([52, 71]), a tool for inferring and quan-141

tifying the likelihoods of phylogenetic networks. Phylonet enables calculating the likelihood of142

network topologies which involve reticulated evolutionary events (such as horizontal gene trans-143

fer) between branches of a phylogenetic tree. The likelihood for each MLN was evaluated using144

the CalGTProb function from Phylonet ([72–74]). Briefly, CalGTProb calculates the probability145

that the observed array of gene trees (i.e., a representation of the evolutionary history of a146

particular gene) and their topologies result from a hypothesized phylogenetic network. In our147

context, the UPGMA-classified word-specific tree constitutes a gene tree. Thus, we evaluated148

the likelihood that the array of our observed word trees resulted from the MLN describing both149

genetic relatedness and borrowing among the Altaic language families. We further specified150

CalGTProb to optimize the branch lengths and inheritance probabilities of each network, and151

set the maximum number of rounds for branch-length optimization to 1000.152

Our assessment of the phylogenetic network likelihoods involved two further steps. We eval-153

uated the likelihoods under two variants of the Altaic hypothesis (Table 2). The first variant154

describes genetic relatedness among Mongolic, Tungusic and Turkic, but is non-committal about155

whether any of them are related to Japonic and Korean (the “micro-Altaic” hypothesis). The156

second posits all five language families belong to a single lineage (the “macro-Altaic” hypothe-157

sis). Thus, we structured likelihood evaluations under each variant as follows. We first assessed158

the phylogenetic networks among the three micro-Altaic language families to identify potential159

sister families (i.e., two language families more closely related to each other than either are to160

the other language families analyzed) and whether all three micro-Altaic languages derive from161

a more recent common ancestor language (i.e., form a clade) than the other language families162

(Table 2; Suppl. Fig S1a-S1h). We then nested the resulting micro-Altaic network with the163

highest likelihood into our analyses of macro-Altaic (Table 2; Suppl. Fig. S1i-S1l).164

All scripts and code (including the Rich Newick-formatted phylogenetic network input files;165

[75]), used in the analysis are publicly available at github.com/kewok/altaic and released166

under the GNU Public License ([76]).167
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Results168

Table 3 summarizes the total log probability for each of the genealogical hypotheses among the169

micro-Altaic languages.170

Table 3

Hypothesis about micro-

Altaic Language Families

Hypothesized Sister Fami-

lies

Total Log

Probability

Genetic relationship absent

All language families unre-

lated

8182.82

Only Mongolic and Turkic

related

10335.73

Only Mongolic and Tungu-

sic related

10335.74

Only Turkic and Tungusic

related

8249.65

Genetic relationship present

No structure within micro-

altaic

9977.38

Mongolic/Tungusic as sister

taxa

9890.62

Mongolic/Turkic as sister

taxa

9890.73

Turkic/Tungusic as sister

taxa

7077.37

171

Table 3 The log-likelihoods for each language network for the micro-Altaic languages at select quintiles (color)172

with Dravidian language families as the outgroup. The color scheme represents the hypothesized network’s log-173

likelihood percentile across all hypothesesized language networks (ex-Japonic and Korean) from lowest (coolest174

color) to highest (warmest color).175

The analyses suggest strongest support for two of the three micro-Altaic families being genet-176

ically related despite extensive borrowing. Yet no undisputed pair of sister taxa among the177

micro-Altaic language families emerges. In particular, the total log probability of Mongolic178

and Tungusic constituting a single sister group, with Turkic being unrelated, is almost identi-179

cal to the total log probability of Mongolic and Turkic constituting a single sister group, with180

Tungusic being unrelated (Table 3).181
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Thus, we conducted our analyses including all macro-Altaic families (Japonic, Korean, Mon-182

golic, Tungusic and Turkic) under both hypotheses with the highest total log probabilities in183

Table 3. Table 4 summarizes the total log probabilities for each of the hypotheses.184

Table 3

Hypothesized Relationship

among micro-Altaic Lan-

guage Families

Hypothesized

Japonic/Korean Rela-

tionship

Log-

Likelihood

Mongolic/Tungusic Sister

Taxa and Turkic Unrelated

Japonic/Korean Sister

Taxa Grouped with Mon-

golic/Tungusic

11803.47

Japonic, Korean Unrelated

but Grouped with Mon-

golic/Tungusic

4879.55

Japonic/Korean Sister

Taxa Unrelated to Mon-

golic/Tungusic

12782.26

Japonic, Korean Unrelated

to each other and Mon-

golic/Tungusic

10012.05

Mongolic/Turkic Sister

Taxa and Tungusic Unre-

lated

Japonic/Korean Sister

Taxa Grouped with Mon-

golic/Turkic

10954.64

Japonic, Korean Unrelated

but Grouped with Mon-

golic/Turkic

5062.79

Japonic/Korean Sister

Taxa Unrelated to Mon-

golic/Turkic

11255.98

Japonic, Korean Unrelated

to each other and Mon-

golic/Turkic

1583.47

185
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Table 4 The log-likelihoods for each language network for the Macro-Altaic languages at select quintiles (color).186

As in Table 3, Dravidian language families are the outgroup and the color scheme represents the hypothesized187

network’s loglikelihood percentile across all hypothesized language networks from lowest (coolest color) to highest188

(warmest color).189

The key result is that regardless of whether Mongolic forms a sister group with Tungusic or190

Turkic, Japonic and Korean are less likely to form a genetic grouping with the micro-Altaic191

sister group. Moreover, there is a higher total log probability that Japonic and Korean share192

a more recent common ancestor than any do with the other languages. Figure 1 illustrates the193

hypothesized networks with the highest total log probabilities.194

Tatar

Kazakh
Bashkir

Turkish

North.Azerbaijani

Northern.Uzbek
Sakha

Chuvash
Evenki

Manchu

Nanai

Buryat
Khalkha.Mongolia
Kalmyk
Kannada
Telugu
Malayalam
Tamil
Japanese
Korean

(a)

Tatar
Kazakh
Bashkir

Turkish

North.Azerbaijani

Northern.Uzbek
Sakha
Chuvash

Buryat
Khalkha.Mongolia
Kalmyk
Evenki

Manchu
Nanai
Kannada
Telugu
Malayalam
Tamil
Japanese
Korean

(b)

Figure 1: Phylogenetic network among “Altaic” and Dravidian (outgroup) languages with the highest
total log-likelihoods when (a) Mongolic groups with Tungusic and (b) Mongolic groups with Turkic;
generated via IcyTree ([77]). Vertical lines represent more than 10 word borrowings identified by the
phonetic alignment.

Discussion195

As all human languages likely had a single common ancestor ([78]), the Altaic languages are196

of course genetically related in a certain sense. And given the demographic history of Altaic197

speakers (e.g., [79–81]), it also strikes us as plausible that these languages are more closely198

related to each other than any of them are to, say, the Khoe-Kwadi languages of southern199

Africa. Thus, we propose that the key question may not be whether the lexical similarities in200

Altaic are a result of genetic relatedness or borrowing; rather, the issue is how much of this201

lexical similarity reflects borrowing, how much reflects descent from a common ancestor, and202
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how much is mere chance correspondence.203

Among lexical similarities reflecting a common ancestor, the question then becomes whether204

there are likelier to be more such similarities among the Altaic language families than among any205

of those languages families and other language families in Eurasia. This question is inherently206

quantitative, and phylogenetic methods that can systematically integrate the probabilities of207

genetic relatedness and borrowing provide one way forward.208

Our main results (summarized in Fig. 1) suggest the following conclusions. First, based on209

word-tree topology, borrowing alone seems less likely to account for lexical similarity among the210

Altaic language families. Nevertheless, Tungusic and Turkic are likely genetically unrelated.211

An important implication of this result is that borrowing appears likelier to account for lexical212

similarity between these two language families. Second, Mongolic is likely to be a sister language213

family to either Tungusic or Turkic (a micro-Altaic sister group), but not both. This implies214

that while there may be considerable borrowing between Mongolic, Turkic and Tungusic, there215

is evidence for genetic relatedness between Mongolic and one of the other micro-Altaic language216

families even after accounting for potential borrowing. Finally, our results suggest that Japonic217

and Korean, while related to each other, are less likely to exhibit a genetic relationship with218

a micro-Altaic sister group. Thus, our results support the likelihood that lexical similarity219

between Japonic and Korean, on the one hand, and the micro-Altaic language families, on the220

other, is primarily due to borrowing, rather than identity by descent.221

Our analyses leave open the important issue of whether Tungusic or Turkic is much likelier222

to share a common ancestor with Mongolic. We suggest some potential approaches to resolving223

this question. Adopting a more extensive word list might be one approach, although the224

almost identical total log probabilities mean that insight from including more words, particularly225

beyond commonly used words, may prove marginal. Including more Mongolic and Tungusic226

languages may therefore prove more fruitful. A major advantage of our computational approach227

is that it readily allows iteratively refining hypotheses as more data (words and languages) are228

incorporated. Advances in phylogenetic analyses extending beyond lexical datasets (e.g., [82])229

can also potentially provide a complementary datapoint that sheds light on this question.230

Another particularly promising approach would be to compare robustly reconstructed proto-231

Mongolic, proto-Tungusic and proto-Turkic languages (e.g., [11]). In principle, the same method-232
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ological approach we present could be used on the proto languages - MLNs could be identified for233

hypotheses grouping proto-Mongolic with proto-Tungusic or proto-Mongolic with proto-Turkic,234

respectively, and the resulting MLNs could then be scored using the topological structure that235

exists among the proto-words for the three languages. Our results further suggest that proto-236

Japonic or proto-Korean, or even a proto language for the two families (e.g., [83]), may serve237

as a candidate outgroup.238

A highly speculative hypothesis that might, in theory, account for the very similar log like-239

lihood probabilities linking Mongolic to Turkic and to Tungusic is that Mongolic might be a240

creole derived from the other two language families. If two unrelated language families led to the241

formation of a creole, then this would, in principle, be consistent with the result that Mongolic242

appears equally likely to be related to the two unrelated language families. To be sure, assessing243

such a hypothesis in earnest is beyond the scope of the current study, and much more work244

examining Mongolic from the lens of creole historical lingustics (e.g., [84–86]) would be needed245

before the hypothesis can be taken seriously. From a computational perspective, identifying246

hybrid origins, rather than lateral gene transfer following earlier divergence, is a notoriously247

challenging problem in phylogenetic systematics (e.g., [87]), although there is increasing appre-248

ciation for the potential of phylogenetic tools to study historical creole linguistics (e.g., [88, 89]).249

For now, we merely wish to raise it as one possible hypothesis for why we found Mongolic to ap-250

pear equally likely to share a genealogical relationship with two apparently unrelated language251

families.252

Like other computational methods in historical linguistics, our approach enables repro-253

ducible comparisons. Nevertheless, a caveat is that the results rely upon an automated char-254

acterization of phylogenetic trees for individual words. Using alignment strategies that aim255

to reliably identify cognates across languages, as we have done here, can constrain the ad-256

verse effects of chance phonetic alignments among words for subsequent analyses ([66]). Yet no257

tractable, automated method for grouping words based on their phonetic profiles can defini-258

tively differentiate chance correspondence from cognates (whether borrowed or from a common259

ancestor) for every word. Ultimately, only a close, humanistic examination of the historical, an-260

thropological and/or literary records can reconstruct robust etymological profiles ([7]). To the261

extent that our subsequent characterizations of the likelihoods for each network depend on the262
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phylogenetic topology of the underlying words, the grouping of words from distant languages263

may, at least in some instances, reflect mere coincidence rather than borrowing or common264

ancestry (as may have occurred, despite our high borrowing threshold, between Manchu and265

Kannada).266

Despite this limitation, on balance we argue that the benefits of a systematic, tractable267

approach to testing hypotheses about the interplay between borrowing and genealogy should268

not be discounted. An analogous problem arises in the comparison of biological sequence data,269

where chance mutations can lead to similar nucleic acid sequences in particular gene families270

across unrelated taxa. Yet biologists routinely use sequence alignments across loci to calculate271

likelihoods for evaluating phylogenetic hypotheses, including hypotheses about lateral gene272

transfer. Systematists have long recognized how including more gene trees in their analyses273

can mitigate the effects of spurious concordances ([52, 54, 74]). Our use of a very large, well-274

curated dataset of over 800 words ([61]) helps reduce the effect that any one chance phonetic275

correspondence leads to a grouping of words across languages that distorts our overall likelihood276

calculations.277

Finally, we highlight that although the present study focuses on the alleged Altaic language278

families, the underlying approach enables testing different phylogenetic hypotheses while also279

accounting for potential borrowing. We therefore think our method can prove useful in other280

Sprachbunds where distinguishing genealogy from borrowing has proven challenging such as281

among pre-Colombian North American languages of the Pacific Northwest.282
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